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At present, we have been noticed more or less of our officials in military, PNP,
government focusing in our LGUs and NGAs abusing civilian.
Many of us have been experiencing abuse by officers with high position in our society
because they have power to do what they want because nobody who can ever stop them because
they have the law in their own hands. But is it right? Is it fair to for us as a civilian? What is the
use of our human rights law? If it not implemented in our society or even to our country, it is
unfair for us because we don’t have a justice. It means that only those who have the power can
succeed. It is unfair for us!!!...Even though they are official or high-ranking officer of our society,
they need to play fair…They don’t have the right to abuse their authority. Using their authority
to influence people, abusing people, they don’t have the right to use their authority in such
unnecessary act. They need to respect also the civilians’ rights. They must implement fair
treatment to us!!!Not only to those government official, not only to those high-ranking officers
of military or PNP, not only for those military officer or PNP officer but also our local political
officer. They are using their political power to do unnecessary act. Such is abusive people is not
afraid to do malicious action because there is nobody to contradict what they want to do because
they have the authority in their hands. They are officials, nobody can dictate them but to all the
people or should we say civilians, it is right? Yes, for those who have the authority either a
power, but for us? For those who are suffering from their abuse? Do you think, it is right?
Generally, it is “NO” because their power as a civilian we have also our freedom. That’s one
reason they should take note we are living in a democratic country. So, it means we have the
right to voice out our sentiments!!! We also have the power to decide, to achieve justice from
those officers abusing us!!!
If we just stand here and we don’t have plans to contradict their abuse, what will happen
to us? I think they continuously use their authority to abuse more and more civilians. So from
now on, we should take immediate response for those people abusing other people by using their
political power like military officer power or PNP officer. We should take out all the personnel
who are abusing us. We should ask for a justice not only for those people who have power but
for the civilians also who suffer much from the abuse of our officials.

